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         Judge:    I gather that generally in your position as secretary 
         after, well since you accept the evidence of proof. 
          
         Answer:   Yes. 
          
         Judge:    Thank you very much.  
          
         Goodbar:  Call Mr. Janxke.  A.D. J-A-N-X-K-E, is that correct, 
         Mr. Janxke? 
          
         Janxke:   That's correct. 
          
         C.C. #1   Mr. Janxke, do you swear that the evidence you are 
         going to give in this proceeding will be the truth, the whole 
         truth, nothing but the truth so help you God. 
          
         Janxke:   Yes. 
          
         Goodbar:  Mr. Janxke, you are employed by the government of the 
         Northwest Territories? 
          
         Janxke:   That's correct. 
          
         Goodbar:  And the Deptartment of Local Government? 
          
         Janxke:   Yes. 
          
         Goodbar:  And what is your type and what are your duties in 
         your position? 



          
         Janxke:   They call me the chief of (?).  My duties are 
         basically to the municipalities to the territorial expanding 
         developments.  
          
         Goodbar:  And how long have you been employed in that position?  
          
         Janxke:   One and a half years.  
          
         Goodbar:  And have you been envolved in the plan development of 
         the municipality of Fort Simpson? 
          
         Janxke:   Yes. 
          
         Goodbar:  And are you aware that the plan in exhibit A in the 
         area close (inaudible)? 
          
         Janxke:   Yes.  
          
         Goodbar:  And could you give us some idea of what has gone on 
         through the last two years that has resolved in this plan?  
          
         Judge:    I don't mind you asking an awkward question 
         (inaudible) previous witness. 
          
         Goodbar:  Well the reason might bring something else. 
          
         Judge:    Well then he can go maybe back to more detail then 
         Mr. Goodbar. 
          
         Janxke:   I think first of all referring to the farmer, and 
         this is really being a sort of a combination of a process that 
         began about four years ago, when at that time it was known that 
         the Department of Agriculture was going to phaze out the farm 
         Beaver Lodge in Alberta to take over those duties that were 
         here.  And a transfer was pending to the Federal government, 
         discussions took place at that time with the council, between 
         the council and myself regarding the use that would be put to 
         in the future.  Since that time of course it's quite evident 
         that the existing clients for the community would be inadequate 
         when one considered the pending  economic development 
         (inaudible).  And so bearing that in mind in our policy to work 
         fully with local counsels, we engage climbing consultants and 
         engineering was to also assist us in preparing for these 
         fortunate...  
          
         Goodbar:  Are you aware of (?) and present previous plans early 
         as 1970? 
          
         Janxke:   I'm sure of the date they presented it.  We had (?) 
         two plans or industrial plans and some residentual plans within 
         the community, and probably about three years ago.  
          
         Goodbar:  And as these lands, marked exhibit A, been plans for 
         what the federal government to the territorial commissions of 
         these territories?  
          



         Janxke:   That's right.   
          
         Goodbar:  And this such a request of your department?  
          
         Janxke:   Well it was under the ordinary block land transfer.  
         Except for the agricultural farming.  
          
         Goodbar:  Except for that the purpose will be for the 
         industrial residentual commercial development of Fort Simpson?  
          
         Janxke:   Yes. 
          
         Goodbar:  That's all I have. 
          
         Question: Mr. Yanxhe, are you aware that there land reserves 
         for the use of Indians in Fort Simpson?  
          
         Janxke:   Yes, certainly am.  
          
         Question: Do you know whether any of the area marked in red 
         includes land reserves for the use of Indians?  
          
         Janxke:   To my knowledge there is no lands reserved for the 
         use of Indians in that area.  
          
         Question: That's all the questions I have, sir. 
          
         Judge:    That's all we have on behalf of your (inaudible).   I 
         will adjourn for five minutes.  
          
         C.C. 1    Court is adjourned and will resume in five minutes.  
          
         Judge:    Okay Mr. Swignam. 
          
         Swignam:  Yes, My Lord.  Mr. Carter, referring to exhibit 33 
         chain of title if you wish, one part where notification 
         positioned by the commissioner of the entire large (?).  That 
         time a title was created, one title created for all the lots.   
          
         Carter:   The example here is the notifications and it says the 
         whole of lot 367 and 368 in the town of Hay Harbour.  Now there 
         were probably other notifications which dealt with other lots 
         or groups of lots.  The notifications do not necessarily 
         transfer all of the lots, they may transfer them in different 
         groupings and in different amounts. 
          
         Swignam:  Well in this case there were, in that notification 
         there were two lots.  Now is one titlation for both those logs?  
          
         Carter:   Right.  
          
         Swignam:  Now if Hay River municipality sold those lots  
         safely, that is transferred one lot to Mr. Smith and one lot to 
         Mr. Brown, would no titles issue for the two single lots?  
          
         Carter:   Yes.  
          



         Swignam:  And then notification would be, suppose on the 
         original certificate entitled Hay River has been disposition on 
         it... 
          
         Carter:   Yes, and the original title shall be fully canceled.  
          
         Swignam:  And the same would occur if there twenty lots that 
         they would continue making notes as each lot was sold off, and 
         then it would eventually all these lots would be cancelled?  
          
         Carter:   That's correct.  There would be two notations, well 
         they would be... 
          
         Swignam:  They normally have the notifications one document 
         given two separate tags, two separate people. 
          
         Carter:   They would not be notifications at that state they 
         would be tranfers.   
          
         Swignam:  I believe this was brought up (inaudible) as 
         Lordship, and I realize that you were not at the count and you 
         don't receive every document.  But to your knowledge is the 
         practise of notification issued by the commissioner?  Is it the 
         practise of those notifications are presented to your office by 
         employees of the commissioner, member of the government of the 
         Northwest Territories?  
          
         Carter:   Yes I would say that was a valid assumption that 
         they are presented by employees of the government. 
          
         Swignam:  And when you would issue titles, would you issue 
         directly to the Grantee transferee?  
          
         Carter:   The title would be issued to the Grantee, the 
         deliberater of the title of the actual documents might be to 
         the Grantee or it might be back to the department, it would 
         depend on what was requested when the document was presented.  
          
         Swignam:  Now exhibit 34... 
          
         Judge:    Do you as a normal course when you receive a 
         notification immediately register or do you wait until the 
         Grantee or notification here, whatever you want to call it, 
         that comes in with the registration fee?  I assume there's a 
         registration fee.   
          
         Carter:   I should know.  I should know, (laughs) but I must 
         admit I don't believe there is a registration fee on first 
         registration; but I could stand corrected on that.  However, it 
         is either, if there is no registration fee there is no problem, 
         if there is a registration fee then we generally receive it.   
          
         Judge:    Before you make the document? 
          
         Carter:   Before we make the document yes.   
          
         Swignam:  In exhibit 34 there is an example of a notification 



         direct from the crown to an individual.  Would you accept that 
         notification if there were no registered plan?  
          
         Carter:   Yes if it was identifiable land.  And by this I mean 
         land that we can index in such a way that a person searching 
         the title could find it.  And every case would have to be 
         judged on it merits. 

ignam:  If there's a whole (?) and everyone knew the name of 

rter:   Yes, yes.   

ed 

s for 

ignam:  He is a employee of the Federal government?  

rter:   Yes. 

u except any plans that have not been approved 

 No. 

dge:    And the name of this person, his official title is? 

rter:   He is the (?) General of Canada.  

his, is that it? 

rter:   Yes.  We accept his certification.  

ignam:  But since you will issue title on the notification, 
 

rter:   Well, I think it's the essence of this identifiable 

be 

f 

          
         Sw
         the island?  
          
         Ca
          
         Swignam:  I make it what I want to get at, Mr. Carter, is 
         whether the registeree assures that two titles are not issu
         to one piece of land.  And I think I could start by asking you 
         when you received a plan for registration do you match it or 
         coordinate it with plans already registered?  
          
         Carter:   No, we do not do this, this is done by the (?) 
         General who is the, shall we call him the examiner of plan
         the Northwest Territories, and the (?) General performs this 
         function for us.  
          
         Sw
          
         Ca
          

ignam:  Do yo         Sw
         by him?  
          

rter:           Ca
          
         Ju
          
         Ca
          

dge:    So if there's a mistake made it's          Ju
          
         Ca
          
         Sw
         which refers to an identifiable piece of land for which no plan
         has been registered; how would your (?) General know?  Where 
         would you control this to see that a further title is not 
         issued for the same land?  
          
         Ca
         piece of land.  We have to have it, we have to be able to 
         identify the land and be able to index in such way that 
         hopefully a second conveyance of the same land would not 
         accepted.  
          
         Swignam:  Mr. Yanxha previous witness referred to whether now 
         index cards, which would appear to be in control where (?) 

 o         entered this position of all lands, the original disposition
         all lands in the province of Alberta whether they are at a 



         registered plan or not.  In other words he has there a control 

rter:   No, we havent.  

rter:   No, I think the only thing we can assume that the 

dge:    Well I can see what (inaudible) I presume is 

ot 

rter:   That is correct, we do not presume.  

rter:   No, we do not keep an inventory of land as such.  

dge:    It's only once becomes within the system?  

ignam:  You keep records of leaseful interests in land, I 

rter:   We issue leaseful titles for land.  And that would be 

ect the 

dge:    You do issue lease whole title, or untitled for Crown 

rter:   Right. 

w is such a thing initiated?  What is the 

  The 

ignam:  So in other words these lease titles are acted upon 
 

         referring to every township to the province and he can look and 
         see which piece have had a title issued and which havent.  You 
         wouldn't have the equivalence. 
          
         Ca
          
         Judge:    Would you assume that the Surveyor General has some?  
          
         Ca
         Surveyor General has a record of all the survey plans, but if 
         this was not a survey plan and using, your as an example of an 
         island I think that is an identifiable piece of land, we would 
         record it under island so and so.  
          
         Ju
         somewhere in Canada, someone keeps track of unplanned land; 
         otherwise, they may be giving (?) twice.  I take it that is n
         within the (?) of your land. 
          
         Ca
          
         Judge:    Of what lands been given away (inaudible)?  
          
         Ca
          
         Ju
          

rter:   Right.           Ca
          
         Sw
         mean land for which unpatented land?  
          
         Ca
         the only record other than the leases for untitled, or 
         unpatented land, or sometimes file by way of (?) to prot
         interests of these titles. 
          
         Ju
         land?  
          
         Ca
          

ignam:  Then ho         Sw
         first document that would be found in your register? 
          

rter:   It would be a notification, but it would...         Ca
         notification says the nature of the state (?) and on such a 
         notification it would say a lease sold for a term of seven 
         years.  
          
         Sw
         the same way as the titles (inaudible) that they are identified
         and in each case the title  (?) is identified.  
          

rter:   That is right.           Ca
          



         Swignam:  Are those (?) titles kept in a separate registar?  

rter:   No, they are not.  

dge:    Mr. Brian. 

ian:    Mr. Carter, when you filed a claim against a man 

rter:   That is correct. 

ian:    I take it that by the definition of the setup of your 

nd.  

dge:    Or if it was one of those whether it was a lease file 

rter:   We would show that.  

would rely on the informal 

ian:    It is in that sense then although the legislation 

t the 

x.  

rter:   Yes, but you get back to the same problem of this 
be 

 would you not reject a (?) claiming interest in 

          
         Ca
          
         Swignam:  I think that's all I have, your Honour. 
          
         Ju
          
         Br
         which (?) a title has not been registered.  (inaudible). 
          
         Ca
          
         Brian:    Do you in addition have anything as a matter of 
         practise that would compare to the book of Mr. Dumash? 
          
         Carter:   No there is not a separate book kept, but we do enter 
         a notation of it on the index, which is an index which we keep 
         to, for an administrative practise to be able to find the 
         titles to land. 
          
         Br
         act you never give certificates of search with respect to 
         unpatented land. 
          
         Carter:   That's correct.  Can I correct that please?  We do 
         give a certificate of search and we would, we would give a 
         certificate of search saying that it was unpatented crown la
         We do receive requests for certificates of search for lands for 
         which are not titled.  And we would give, you know, a nil 
         search certificate if you could call it such.  
          
         Ju
         (inaudible).  
          
         Ca
          

ian:    And in that case you          Br
         office procedure notations in your plan index? 
          

rter:   That's right.           Ca
          
         Br
         specifically provide for it.  Some perfection to certain 
         subjects you might have an interest by filing a (?) agains
         man to (?) title has not been proceeded by putting the (?) on 
         asking you under section 134-2 entered in the day book, 
         expecting that you will make a notation in your land inde
         And that you were asked to issue a certificate of search with 
         respective of unpatented land you would mention the (?). 
          
         Ca
         identifiable land.  It has to be something that came by, can 
         identified.  
          

ian:    But         Br
         what you call unidentified? 



          
         Carter:   That is correct.  We would reject it.  
          

ian:    So then you would only have on file, or         Br  record, (?) 

rter:   That is correct.  

       Brian:    And I am now suggesting that although you not asked 
 (?) as an (?), you in fact have some sort of a book on the 

 

of section 135 

t your using your index as you go? 

not specify 

 do you not treat the act also as not requiring 

s 
 statuary requirement to keep a book, but there is a statuary 

the 
her way.  Looking at section 134, set 2, it gives me the idea 

 

h 

s, you can retreive with as much 
curacy that makes you confident in doing the certificate of 

That is correct.  

t my fault that the only (?) are 
 2, 3, 4.  

 been the practise during all the time that 
 registar? 

         claiming interest in both identifiable land. 
          
         Ca
          
  
         to
         basis of which you the registar have in the past been prepared 
         to issue a negative certificate of search as to there not being
         a title.  But if you do so then also mentioning anything that 
         is disclosed by looking at your plan index.   
          
         Carter:   That is correct.  Our interpretation 
         is that so long as any (?) remains in force it must be noted, 
         you know.  
          
         Judge:    Bu
          
         Carter:   That is right, although, the act does 
         like that.  
          
         Brian:    And
         you keep your books, if your just doing that for some other 
         reason?  
          

It's a very difficult question to answer.  There i         Carter:   
         no
         requirement ot keep a record; so that is how we do it.  
          
         Brian:    Is there a not a system by which, let me start 
         ot
         that all you do is to enter the (?) in the day book and that I
         could find out about (?0 by reading the day book from 
         instrument one to (inaudible).  And that would suggest that 

r (?)          there's no system of retreival as to finding out whethe
         has to be found in this piece of land.  There would be no suc
         system under section 134.  
          
         Carter:   That is correct.  
          
         Brian:    But in fact there i
         ac
         search.  
          
         Carter:   
          
         Brian:    To say well it's no
         1,
          

t.          Carter:   Righ
          
         Brian:    Has that

u have been the         yo
          



         Carter:   That is correct.  
          
         Brian:    Would it therefore 

thin your land registratio
be known to the (?) practising 
n is that you can retreive the 

n 

is, but I've 
 way of knowing if they have taken note of it or not.  

mes 
ong the notification.  Are you able to say, oh I'm sorry not 

 

here is no requirement that 
 be recorded there and it has been the practise for some of 

 

 index, I 
lieve, in exhibit 133 referring to 360 of the index plan 

icated 

e N.W.T. 6605.  

 
per of the Northwest Territories on the (?). 

05 is the number of the order in counsel, our registration 

n that you were asked to do a 
arch of land covered in your plan index, of which we have 

o 

y 

questing it verbally that it was an order in counsel.  I 
as 

 In any event though from this example I'm generally 
 the information as to the order in counsel has 

 

         wi
         information if asked to, as to whether there's an (?) filed i
         your system against unpatened land especially?  
          
         Carter:   I would presume that they know about th
         no
          
         Brian:    I'm going to exhibit 33 (inaudible), and then co
         al
         the notification but the order in counsel.  Are you able to say
         from the exhibit whether taht order in counsel is entered in 
         that, referred to you plan index?  I read the order in cousels, 
         instrument 6605 (tape fades out). 
          
         Carter:   On this plan index, but t
         it
         these to be a notation made on for the information of the clerk 
         more than any other person.  But I cannot certify that everyone
         of them is noted on the index.  It's a practise that the clerk 
         may or may not have noted on the index, and I'm not certain 
         that they are all on there and there is no requirement that I 
         am aware of that has to be noted on there.   
          
         Brian:    I'm looking at the plans of the plan
         be
         number, and reference to the order in counsel is that ind
         in the remarks column, (inaudible) B.C. 1964 - 36. 
          

mn, you'll          Carter:   Well it's noted more on the left hand colu
         se
          

t be notification or order in counsel in the         Brian:    Would tha
         pa
          

N.W.T. is, but          Carter:   I don't know what the significance of 
         66
         number in the land title.  
          
         Brian:    I'm suggesting the
         se
         described, such as log 386 of plan 360 Hay River.  And if n
         notification is issued you were at a stage before that.  You 
         could say the certificate, no certificate of type has been 
         issued for this lot, but an order in counsel has been passed b
         (?) commissioner of the Northwest Territories.  
          

erson          Carter:   Yes.  We would very likely inform the p
         re
         doubt that we would put it on the certificate of search 
         such.   
          
         Brian:   

eaking         sp
         transferred onto the plan index just as you would with (?) from



         that lease of (inaudible).  
          
         Carter:   Yes, it is in this 

rtain that everyone of the
case but as I said before, I'm not 
m has been recorded and this has 

 

order in counsel, which I 
sume is some government department, made up a purpose in 

at the only 
 

counsel would 
ry much likely be typed document (inaudible) changes his name 

 

e, shouldn't it merits in the (?) in terms 
 private corporation (inaudible). 

vate corporation files the 
cument that on every subsequent document rather than going 

 back to this I don't understand.  We'll say 
's lot X and you have maybe a dozen lots and you have an 

 
y 

t.  From then on any document that comes from 
e department of Indian Affairs would have different (?) 

d titles 
that the... 

id if this sequence of events 

         ce
         been a practise of clerks, a clerk, or clerks in the land 
         titles office to do this for their own information rather than
         for the information of the public.   
          
         Brian:    Except that the (inaudible) 
         as
         filing this with you, whatever that purpose is. 
          
         Carter:   Yes, but our interpretation of it is th
         notification or the only procedure is we have to perform with
         that document is to enter it in the day book.  
          
         Judge:    Mr. Carter, I wonder if this order in 
         ve
         (inaudible) thousands of claims they would file the document, 
         the land claims act, the land claims office along this nature 
         showing that from now on they wouldn't ask you to rewrite the 
         title, but as the title is emerged you would then know that the
         document signed by (?) is a law that prevails.  (inaudible). 
          
         Carter:   Right. 
          
         Judge:    Therefor
         of
          
         Carter:   I would think that this pri
         do
         into all of the details of this change of mend they would refer 
         to a document number, whatever it was, on file in the land 
         titles office.  
          
         Judge:    Lets go
         it
         order of counsel saying to ask this (?) it is now, you sign the
         authority (inaudible).  Is that the type of thing you usuall
         get in the order of counsel? 
          
         Carter:   Yes. 
          
         Judge:    Alrigh
         th
         marks.  You don't have to go back to the government to ask the 
         authorities once you got that document approved.  
          
         Carter:   These documents could be filed in the lan

fice prior to the filing of a plan, which means          of
          
         Judge:    Even though that the plan has just been filed and 

en the changes stated.           th
          
         Carter:   That would be val

ppened.           ha
          



         Judge:    Well isn't that what happened here?  

n't always 
 this we could 

 getting 
 

ee 

e government perhaps is registered 

y don't know what their purpose is. 

n counsel 
y or may not have been entered in the day book and the next 

 
nd?  

s that your not at the 
patened or notifications 

 

 of any.  That doesn't mean that it 
sn't happened, I'm just not aware of it.  

hey had been a 
bstantial time lapse between issued by execution and 

arch 
 find out.  

tween 1965 and 1972, exhibit 35, you would use from that that 
 not 

t is correct.  

r the years that you had been 

          
         Carter:   That's what happened here, but it does

ppen and the public, I think, if they rely on         ha
         receive an order in counsel prior to the filing of our plan, 
         prior to an index book.  And the public then searching the 
         title would not be aware of this order in counsel because it 
         didn't go anywhere else except into the day book.   
          
         Judge:    This is what I'm after, I mean really we're
         off (inaudible) ask one more question.  I'm wondering if, lets
         say, the new department that now has the authority on that 
         issue has given some type of written contract to imply that 
         individual and that private individual wants to test it to s
         if in the fact (inaudible) has spent money.  (inaudible).   
          
         Carter:   Yes, I suppose. 
          
         Judge:    Isn't that why th
         in those books? 
          
         Carter:   I reall
          
         Brian:    Do you assuming a situation where an order i
         ma
         step is to find the plan.  You receive a notification from 
         commissioner of the Northwest Territories with respect to 
         identify the land, do you look for an order in counsel or do
         you accept the document at face value and distribute the la
          
         Carter:   Oh we accept it at face value, we do not go behind 

e notification for any authority.          th
          
         Brian:    Are you aware with me, or u

unter all the time of any letters          co
         being brought into your office by subjects rather than agents
         or service of other kind? 
          
         Carter:   No, I'm not aware
         ha
          
         Brian:    And we spoke of one pattern where t
         su
         registration in your office, are there other such patterns 
         where there has one gap in those two things? 
          

 do some rese         Carter:   I'm not aware of it, I would have to
         to
          

e case where there was a time differential          Brian:    In th
         be
         the document was floating around somewhere although, you do
         know where. 
          
         Carter:   Tha
          
         Brian:    Did you observe ove



         registar in a change in the wording of the orders in counsel 

 aware of.  

 believe you have shown us two in one of the 
hibits.  In exhibit 34...  It is exhibit 36...  The order in 

nce that you see in that order of 
unsel?  Could you indicate where it is different, and read 

ds and the 
hibt 33 the order in counsel there has a very different 

f 
er 

ow 

 
by 

e 

ligations 

er one? 

s been , latest 
ample.  

an you generalize that that is the basic form in 
ich the orders in counsel then have filed with you from now 

y 

e date of the presentation of the (?), which we are dealing 

  Now this according to counsel was going by the 
dorsement on the top of the page on March the 6th? 

         transferring the (?) control of certain lands to the 
         commissioner and referring to any (?) relation to the index?  
          
         Carter:   Yes, there has been three different versions that I 
         am
          
         Brian:    And I
         ex
         counsel dated February the 6th it is the one count. 
          
         Judge:    What is the word? 
          
         Brian:    What is the differe
         co
         the portion that you consider to be different? 
          
         Carter:   The order in counsels have various wor
         ex
         wording and that it says, In essence; whereas the minister o
         Northern Affairs Resources reports as follows:  That in ord
         to protect the residence of (?) Island and it goes on to a lot 
         of recitals.  The order counsel in, one of the orders in 
         counsel in exhibit 36 it says, Whereas under authority of order 
         so on, so on, so on, certain lands in the vacinity of Yell
         Knife, Northwest Territories, were withdrawn from disposal 
         under the territorial lands act in order to prevent the 
         installation of sizing instruments and so on.  And the third

re         example this is in exhibit 36 it says, It's pleased to he
         transfer to the Northwest Territories the administration of 
         lands in the vacinity to Hay River and (?) as described in the 
         scheduale here to...  ...subject to the condition that the 
         Northwest Territories under the take the retransfer to the 
         minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development from tim
         to time in an unalienated territory lands under the 
         administration of the Northwest Territories as may be required 
         to enable the Government of Canada to fullfil it's ob
         and their treaties within these.   
          
         Brian:    Was the earlier or the lat
          
         Carter:   That is the latest document that ha
         ex
          
         Brian:    C
         wh
         on?  Or I should say, orders in counsel dated up with Februar
         the 6th.  
          

ell there has been no orders in counsel file since          Carter:   W
         th
         with.  
          
         Brian:  
         en
          
         Carter:   March 6th.  



          
         Brian:    That was '73? 

 the morning.   

ND OF SIDE A)                                                  

an:    Are you aware of any (?) having been filed though 
 a 
 

here been filed in your office index claiming 
original rights of unpatented lands other than the (?)? 

entiation of two 
tions; one is where they are asking when they formulated that 

 

make a 
cision at that time.  

fferent notions.  Such as where Mr. Yohash said, well the 

 what Mr. Brian was referring to 
u may recall (inaudible) one case where (inaudible) and 

, 

think I would have to repeat, I would have to look 
ment and make a assessment of it, and it would 

there been any 
) files against unregistered land, and land which before 

          
         Carter:   '73 at 10:47 in
          
          
         (E
           
          
         Bri
         your office with respect to unpatented land or land to which
         specific title has not been registered or issued, claiming to
         protect an interest in minerals or oil rights within the 
         Northwest Territories?  
          
         Carter:   No. 
          
         Brian:    Had t
         ab
          
         Carter:   No I'm not aware of any other ones. 
          
         Brian:    Are you prepared to accept the differ
         no
         an act of giving a (?) of something that's subject later on 
         intense protect by the way of (?) unpatented land; as opposed 
         to the situation where without the crown act of giving away a
         subject or anything else, subject shows up at the land titles 
         office and claims an interest act to the crown against 
         unregistered land?  
          

ould have to see the document and          Carter:   I think I w
         de
          

t whether you feel that goes out to          Brian:    Except to accep
         di
         crown has given it obviously the (?) has it, as opposed to a 
         case where, well I don't know if the crown has given it but 
         here is somebody else and maybe it's got a valid claim, and 
         what would I do about that?  
          
         Judge:    I don't know whether
         yo
         someone left the crown had him properly become the title holder 
         (inaudible).  That's the type of thing that Mr. Brian means
         there's no contract for the government to (inaudible) which he 
         accepted.  
          
         Carter:   I 

 the docu         at
         either be accepted or I would refer it to the judge or the 
         court and I don't which is the right wording.  
          
         Brian:    Speaking generally but notionally has 
         (?
         registration of the title that is similar to the (?) of 
         claiming aboriginal rights when interests are aboriginal?  



          
         Carter:   No I'm not aware of any other documents.  You'd have 

 fall in my category.  

ited to aboriginal title, but that 
nd of claim. 

m not aware of any other document. 

lso form Y 

 be verified by (?)  
 the (?) or his agent and shall contain an adress within the 

ok at 
rm Y.   

o you wish me to read this? 

 end of the printed 
rm and would you read what is shown in brackets there, 

tance 
t, and then in brackets (If there is no personal 
 as... 

Y.  
 

t 
n 

ling a (?); do you require such written authority to be 

swer 
r practise is that we don't require the authority 
t rather we accept that if an agent is presenting 

 is an agent duly in par; or would you require evidence?  

ian:    But you'll make it to agree without it in this 

         to
          
         Brian:    Not strictly lim
         ki
          
         Carter:   No, I'
          
         Brian:    If I may ask you to read section 133 and a
         of the land titles act of the bi-section of Canada 1970, vol. 
         5.  Would you read it out loud please.  
          
         Carter:   (?) shall be inform Y and shall
         of
         registration district at which notices may be served. 
          
         Brian:    And may I ask you to turn to page 4,814 to lo
         fo
          
         Carter:   D
          
         Brian:    I will simply refer you to the
         fo
         please.  
          
         Carter:   Beginning at the delegations and the (?) in subs
         and in fac

owledge         kn
          
         Brian:    No, may I interrupt please.  The very end of form 

xt shown under provision of the signature.         The bracket in te
          
         Carter:   If the (?) is by nature a copy of the authority or 
         power under which he claims the act is to be (?).  
          
         Brian:    Is there, and do you administer that to the (?), tha

n agent i         is if you have an agent or a person claiming to be a
         fi
         evidenced?  
          
         Carter:   No, if I could see the exhibit I think I could an
         that.  No, ou

 power, bu         of
         or preparing the (?) on behalf of this (?) it's just an 
         aligation that he is the agent.  And I believe that is the word 
         on the (?). 
          
         Brian:    Would you in the first instance accept the aligation 

hat is not otherwise known to you to be (?) that          of a person t
         he
          
         Carter:   If I was in doubt I would require evidence.  
          
         Br
         particular case?  
          



         Carter:   I would say that he should be in his aligations to 
of the (?), he should say that I am agent of 

e (?).  Now if I had doubts that he was not the agent of the 
e 

 
 oral transaction that's its recited in the (?) as being the 

 (?), I 
gations on 

 oral commitment.  The general recites  some agreement or 

) morgage (inaudible).   

ian:    Have you had (?) support to protect the mortgage 

ome.   

ch 
d, do you as a matter of casually 
tice? 

ian:    Is the notice of the two notices that were sent out 
 of the (?) an exception? 

mply section 134 (?) 
ice? 

ian:    Mr. Carter, are there in your office titles issued as 
jesty of the 

een in (?)? 

ian:    Are there in your office titles showing the 
the Northwest Territories as the owner of 

         require the filing 
         th
         (?) I would want some supporting documentation to prove that h
         was the...  But generally we take it on face value, if the 
         agent says that he is the agent for the (?) we accept that.  
          
         Brian:    As to the nature and interest how far do you go 
         there?  Does it have to be a written instrument or do you rely
         on
         grants of interest?  Do you exercise any administrator 
         descretion from the that aspect of filing the (?)? 
          
         Carter:   I've never been presented to my knowledge with
         have never been presented with the (?) based the ali
         an
         lease, or some claim to land.  
          
         Brian:    Except possibly for one if we should bring it out 
         whether it's an existance and (?
          
         Carter:   I don't understand the question on that point.  
          
         Br
         (inaudible)?  
          
         Carter:   Not that I'm aware of, but that doesn't mean that 
         there are not s
          
         Brian:    In the case of the (?) being filed against land whi
         that has not been issue

actise send out a no         pr
          
         Carter:   No.  
          
         Br
         in the situation
          
         Carter:   Yes. 
          

ian:    In fact it looks to you as if si         Br
         as to giving not
          
         Carter:   That would be a fair assumption.   
          
         Br
         registered owner of an estate be simple the Ma
         Qu
          
         Carter:   Yes. 
          
         Br
         commissioner of 
         simple of the lands? 
          
         Carter:   Yes. 
          



         Br
  

ian:    When does land become subject to the operation of the 
e administer, what stage?  

registration is effective.  

 practise, your 
ministration of the act that will it before an notification 

nder your system, 
ur the act?  Except that your doing some preliminary things 

leave it at that.  I 
lieve the present and I asked the previous witness as to 

erring to the 

on 
ys that that book or books is called the registar? 

nition 
al 

use it or you would reregistar, it 
       means the register of titles again restricted in that sense? 

h 
 the plan index as the register it's a book and it's an 

s all the questions. 

s. 

meral:  Father Fumeral. 

he evidence 
n shall 

 the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth shall 

       act that you ar
          

rter:   When          Ca
          
         Brian:    Is it, your understanding of your
         ad
         comes to you (inaudible) land isn't really u
         yo
         of making notations in your file index.  
          
         Carter:   I don't follow you on that question. 
          
         Brian:    I'm prepared to leave it.  I'll 
         be
         certain relation of special kind of register ref
         Alberta Legislation to book.  Did you ever look at section 40 
         of the land titles act?  Are you applying with the description 
         of various books in your office in the sense that you have 
         various books there and maybe card indexes as well from what 
         we know, but what's called the registar is the book in which 
         you keep certificates of title, that's what it is called?  
          
         Carter:   That is correct.  
          
         Brian:    That is you practise coincides with what the secti
         sa
          

rter:   That is correct.           Ca
          
         Brian:    In that sense if I may refer you to the defi

ction, section two under registar; for what practic         se
         application purposes you may 
  
          
         Carter:   That is right.  
          
         Brian:    And as far as your practise is concerned you would 
         not refer to the auxillary books, if I may call them that, suc
         as
         administrative book.  That'
          
         Judge:    Thank you very much, Mr. Carter, it's very nice to 
         have you here.  You have another witness you want to call this 
         afternoon.  
          

ian:    Mr. Saunders would be the other witnes         Br
          
         C.C. #1   Please tell the court your full name please. 
          
         Fu
          

C. #1   Okay, Father Fumeral, do you swear that t         C.
         you give to this court touching on the matter in questio
         be
         help you God. 
          



         Fumeral:  I do.  
          
         C.C. #1   Not because I have any (?) about the truth or that.  
          
         Goodbar:  When fa
         to certain documen

ther Fumeral was called earlier in this case 
ts could come into evidence his educational 

ckground and his occupation were indicated and are part of 

 the evidence you'll be giving today if you could list for 

n 

onist of the Catholic Church Archives of Smith, 

        
l 

ere in Illinois? 

 
hich have not yet been 
hives of Canada? 

meral:  Yes I did quite a lot of research there.  

 

ago when 
ople started to talk more often about the treaty, and there 

said, 
d try and find those documents and answer some 

estions.  

970 - 1939.  

 
 relation to his historical seeking to qualify him as an 

ions that he has done two faced upon the 

         ba
         the record.   At this point I would like you, Father Fumeral, 
         in
         the court the various archives in which you have done research 
         work?  
          
         Fumeral:  The Public Archives of Canada in Ottawa where the mai
         source of documents are used.  Also the Provincial Archives in 
         London.  And the Glenbow Institute Archives in Calgary, the 
         commissi
         Winnipeg, Edmonton, Ottawa, also the (?) Fathers of Parish in 
         Fort Smith Ottawa, the University of Archives in Winnipeg.      
 
         Goodbar:  Have you done work in the Grey Nuns Archives in 
         Montreal?  
          
         Fumeral:  Also yes.  
  
         Goodbar:  And documents in the possession of the Territoria
         Government h
          
         Fumeral:  Yes.   
          
         Goodbar:  Have you also done work with files in the Department
         of Indian Affairs in Ottawa, w

ansferred to the Public Arc         tr
          
         Fu
          
         Goodbar:  For what reason have you done this Archivial
         research?  
          
         Fumeral:  Well I started my research about two years 
         pe
         was a great confusion as to the facts.  And I decided I 
         well we coul
         qu
          
         Goodbar:  Are you preparing a book based upon the material?  
          

          Fumeral:  Yeah, book on the history of the treaty #11 that's
         the fall of 1
          
         Goodbar:  Mr. Brian, do you have any questions of this witness
         in
         expert witness? 
          
         Judge:    No, an expert is one in respect to his assessing his 
         findings for examing these archives. 
          
         Goodbar:  Conclus



         historical material that he has done research on, I will also 

ous Archives, which he 
ld ask you first to 

n 
eople quite often 

alled 

 
dition needed for us to 

ceive, but the ask for treaty then.  

odbar:  What... 

le), because at this 
int the government considered that this northern area is 

it was not even worth to sign a treaty and 
 spend money to have the treaty signed for these northern 

are 

meral:  You want an inside case or... 

odbar:  Are there events which happened later which alter the 
n relation to the area?  

 of (inaudible) refused and 
 here about 1880, and at this 

         be seeking to identify a number a documents to be entered as 
         exhibits which he has examined in vari

s indicated.  Father Fumeral, I wou         ha
         consider the events which led up to the negotiation of treaty 
         #8, and would ask you to comment on the context and the 
         concerns and when they were first expressed, which relate to 
         the possibility of the treaty in that area?  
          
         Fumeral:  Well treaties #1 to #6 were signed southern part of 
         Canada between 1870 and 1876.  And the northern part of 
         Saskatchewan and the Northwest Territories were not included i
         these treaties.  (inaudible) when the Indian p
         asked for help before confederation the Hudson's Bay Company 
         and the Missions used to provide assistance to the Indians in 
         time of (?).  And after confederation when all what was c
         the (?) Canada, the Hudson Bay started to express the idea that 
         we should have been charged (?), helping the Indians in time of 
         need.  Then the Indian people themselves go to Ottawa a few 
         time asking for help.  The missionaries ask for help on behalf 
         of the Indian people.  The attitute of the Department of Indian 
         Affairs was that no treaty had been signed eh, with the Indians 
         of northern Alberta, Saskatchewan and the Northwest 
         Territories; and because there was no treaty signed with the 
         government, no obligation due.  
          
         Goodbar:  No obligation in relation to the provision of relief?  
          
         Fumeral:  Provision of relief.  And then the Indian people ask
         for treaty, they say that the con
         re
          
         Go
          

et          Fumeral:  Because they wanted to believe that they could g
         treaty, they ask for a treaty.  (inaudib
         po
         worthless and that 
         to
         areas.  
          
         Goodbar:  What would be the day (inaudible) events that you 
         relating in the first request for relief and in order to 
         request for treaty, when does that occur? 
          
         Fu
          
         Goodbar:  The period. 
          

meral:  Could be 1875 to 1880.          Fu
          
         Go
         government's attitude i
          
         Fumeral:  While all these question

eaty (inaudible) refused lasted         tr
         time the first representatives of the government came north 



         they were the (inaudible) of Canada.  And that they discovered 

w 
number but probably from about '75 to '80.  

itte? 

88.  

odbar:  Senate Journals.  Did the report come to any 
nzie Basin? 

ch as we do about oil in the north.  And their reports 

ft form.  
oduced to you, Father Fumeral, a document certified by the 

1, in the court 
 the committee to the counsel.  I'm sorry the 26th of January 

he document which you have seen in 
nada?  

to 
is matter the minister from that association for the treaty 

le).  

roduced to 
u...  

 Alright have the exhibit #39, the committee report of 
26, 1891. 

odbar:  And a map which refers to the counsel minute.  Can 
s map as a copy of the map which you have seen 

 the Public Archives of Canada? 

         that whether the northern country was better (?) then all 
         they'd be forced (?) were published in 1885-86.  And the news 
         nearly started the Canadian government.  One see later Mr. 
         Schluez from Manitoulin...  S-C-H-L-U-E-Z, asked that the (?) 
         established a special property to enquire to  the results of 
         the (?).   
          
         Goodbar:  Did that committe hold hearings? 
          
         Fumeral:  Yes, well the (?) received the (?) from, I don't kno
         exactly the 
          
         Goodbar:  Was a report published by the comm
          
         Fumeral:  It was published in 1888 with the Senate Journals of 18
          
         Go
         conclusion about mineral or oil wealth in the MacKe
          
         Fumeral:  But it seems at this time they knew just about as 
         mu
         indicated that the old feel of the north was about co(?) with 
         the (?).  That was all the way to (?) of the world.  
          
         Goodbar:  Father Fumeral, (inaudible) to you?  
          
         Fumeral:  1930 I guess.  
          
         Goodbar:  Father Fumeral has with him the texts in dra
         Pr
         Public Archives of Canada, dated January 26, 189
         of
         1891.  Is that a copy of t

e Public Archives of Ca         th
          
         Fumeral:  Yes it is.   
          
         Goodbar:  And what does the document relate to?  
          

 resources in (?).  And due          Fumeral:  To the discovery of the
         th
         he offered that (inaudib
          
         Goodbar:  It's two documents that are related to p
         yo
          
         Fumeral:  Putting the two into together? 
          

odbar:  Yes.          Go
          
         Judge:   

nuary          Ja
          
         Go
         you identify thi
         in



          
         Fumeral:  Yes I do.  

t of the intentions and 
formation in a particular document? 

meral:  Yes it was.  It was a native to discovery of 

t 

, but 
nald died in 1891, and later was great confusion 

 Ottawa between 1891 to 1896 where there were four prime 
       ministers doing five years.  And at this time everybody forgot 

 continued, they started to exist in the Canadian 
vernment.  

 

meral:  Yeah, nothing, no it wasn't prepared accidently.  

odbar:  What in fact did the Klondike gold discoveries have 

s who came 
wn the Athabaska River because later (?) down the Slave 

he Slave Lake went down the MacKenzie River to 
ich the Klondike field.  But later on (inaudible).   

at the son of these prospectors 
ey didn't get along well with the Indian people, or they 

rom 
e Indians, shot their dogs, walk into the Indian's cabins; 

          
         Goodbar:  You mentioned that the document, which has not been 
         filed as an exhibit, refers to the making of the treaty was in 
         fact a treaty negotiated as a resul
         in
          
         Fu
         resources.  
          
         Goodbar:  Was a treaty negotiated as visioned in the documen
         of 1891?  
          
         Fumeral:  No it wasn't it was prepared for the year 1892
         Sir John McDo
         in
  
         about the north and when Sir (?) came to fall in 1896 that a 
         little more
         go
          
         Goodbar:  Did any event happen during the, Sir Wilfred L(?) 
         which increased concern at attention for the area which you 
         knew to be described in the treaty #8.  
          
         Fumeral:  Well the treaty #8 was (?) news of the Klondike gold
         discovery.  
          
         Goodbar:  Now when you say shell are you saying that was in 
         effect the treaty contiplated by that 1891 report?  
          
         Fu
          

n the shell would tow the Klondike?          Goodbar:  The
          
         Fumeral:  Yes. 
          
         Go
         on the area described in treaty #8.  
          
         Fumeral:  Well there are many minors or prospector
         do
         River, because t
         wh
          
         Goodbar:  Eight hundred and... 
          
         Fumeral:  Sixty.  In the year 1898-99 that went to (?).  
          
         Goodbar:  Did you, was there a revival in an interest in a 
         possible treaty as a result of these events?  
          
         Fumeral:  Well the reason was th
         th
         don't respect them or their groups, or they stole things f
         th



         and (inaudible) at this time.  And a good many of these 
         prospectors they got inspiration instead of going to the 

ondike they settled along the MacKenzie River or on Great 

 to 
d by 

meral:  Yes I do.  

e 

 
es 

 Canada.  

meral:  Yes. 

g to you a report of a committe of the treaty 
unsel based December 6, 1898, attached to which there's a map 

shaded area corresponding to part of the 
ea described in treaty #8, and indicate whether 

 Mr. 
l of 

dian Affairs, certified by the Public Archives of Canada.  

  

meral:  Yes it is, mostly it has been about the discussions 

n. Cliffard System to Mr. Laird, Mr. McKenna, and Mr. Ross 
 

 of Canada, 
uld you state whether that is a copy of the document that you 

         Kl
         Slave Lake and they started to prospect on this.  And there was 
         some fishing for these prospectors.  
          
         Goodbar:  Listening to you a letter dated January 12, 1898, 
         from the Indian commissioner of the Northwest Territories
         the secretary Department of Indian Affairs and is certifie
         the Public  Archives of Canada, and you state that this is a 
         copy of the document you have seen in the Public Archives?  
          
         Fu
          
         Goodbar:  This to you a document, a report of a committe of th
         treaty counsel dated June 17, 1898, certified by the Public 
         Archives of Canada and indicate to the court whether this is a
         copy of the document which you have seen in the Public Archiv
         of
          
         Fu
          
         Goodbar:  That committee report of 1898 will be exhibit 41.  I 
         say that the series of documents which are going in now are all 
         background documents in relation to the negotiation of treaty 
         #8.  Producin
         co
         indicating to a 

ographical ar         ge
         that is a copy of the document which you have seen in the 
         Public Archives of Canada. 
          
         Fumeral:  Yes it is.  It is mostly about the (inaudible).  
          
         Judge:    December 6, 1898, report and map, exhibit 42.  
          
         Goodbar:  Would this be a letter dated April 17, 1899, from

Sippton, Superintendent Genera         McKenna to the Hon. Flipper 
         In
         Can you indicate to the court whether that is a copy of the 

cument that you've seen in the Public Archives of Canada.         do
          
         Fu
         that based about (?) language are different.  
          
         Judge:    Letter from April 18, 1899, exhibit 43.  
          
         Goodbar:  This is a letter dated 12th of May, 1899, and the 
         Ho
         the commissioners that were appointed to negotiate the treaty. 
         This letter is certified by the Public Archives
         wo
         have seen in the Public Archives of Canada. 
          
         Fumeral:  Yes it is.  
          
         Judge:    Letter 12th of May, 1899, exhibit 44.  



          
         Goodbar:  Father Fumeral, the treaty #8 reports to have been 
         signed years 1899 and 1900, can you tell the 

ppened in the years after that whether the
court what 
re were any 

r difficulties relation to the Indians 
w under treaty #8?  

s 

o 

white hunters, or white trappers.  And 
d 

 have any of the documents to...  1960, in 1960, 

ews by the missions documents source.  

ion to those 
strictions?  

meral:  Is that where your treaty was signed, they were 
e 

ready in evidence in relation to treaty #8, I wonder if you 
 in 

er the geographical 
ea now covered by treaty #11?  

 

s 

         ha
         complaints or issues, o
         no
          
         Fumeral:  It seems there was not much complaining about the 
         treaty itself.  Most of the complaints were about the game law
         that were imposed on the Indian people.  In their mind 
         according to all the documents the Indians signed the treaty t
         foretake their freedom to hunt and trap and fish.  And to have 
         protection against the 
         that this is mostly the matter of complaints which are place
         after 1900.  
          
         Goodbar:  Was there any fort resolution, anything that could be 
         described as a boycott in any form of the receipt of treaty and 
         (?)?  
          
         Fumeral:  There was a, there was some trouble in 1816, but I 
         don't think we
         but we don't have any of those documents to prove, so if I was 
         to place the first of the treaty boycott was placed in fort 
         resolution in 1920, and is documented by the native people's 
         intervi
          
         Goodbar:  Why did the boycott occur? 
          
         Fumeral:  Because of the continuous (?) that were imposed by 
         (?).  Especially in relation with shooting of the buffaloes. 
          
         Goodbar:  What was the Indian position in relat
         re
          
         Fu
         promised that you would be free to hunt, and trap, and that th
         game laws that were introduced later on.  
          
         Goodbar:  Father Fumeral, the (?) with you is in relation to 

 lead up to treaty #11.  As you have done          the events which
         al
         can tell the court the first series of things that happened
         which there is any kind of discussion which did, or could have 
         lead up to the signing of the treaty, wheth
         ar
          
         Fumeral:  Its seems that in the first document we have goes
         back to 1909, and it's from Mr. Conoy, he was at this time 
         inspector for treaty #8, he later served treaty #8 area, and 
         also made his (?) on the MacKenzie River in the summer.  And 
         1909 he reported that the northern Indians, that means along 

or, and that in conclusion,          the MacKenzie River, were quite po
         will you excuse me that's 1907.  First visit by Mr. Conoy wa
         1907 not 1909.   
          
         Goodbar:  You said he drew a conclusion, what was that 



         conclusion?  
          
         Fumeral:  That the Indian people were quite poor and he 
         concluded his report by saying, in conclusion I would like a 
         man that in treaty he made (?) to help him, which is not his 

otation.   

 there any other people who were involved in that 
riod in suggesting a treaty?  

 
  

u've given evidence then... 

         qu
          
         Goodbar:  Were
         pe
          
         Fumeral:  Bishop Brennon also a letter in 1909 that voted into
         the signing of the treaty, the Indians of the MacKenzie River.
          
         Goodbar:  What did he suggest as anything as the consequense of 
         the treaty for these Indians, what was the point of suggesting 
         a treaty?  
          
         Fumeral:  I think it was mostly to provide for the treaty to 
         the Indian people.  Because the people south of Great Slave 
         Lake, you see the (inaudible) and the other Indians to the 
         north.  And that was the main reason he said.   
          
         Goodbar:  Yo
          
          
         (END OF SIDE B) 
         (END OF TAPE)81 


